ABSTRACT In X-ray computed tomography (CT), the presence of metallic parts in patients causes serious artifacts and degrades image quality. Many algorithms were published for metal artifact reduction (MAR) over the past decades with various degrees of success but without a perfect solution. Some MAR algorithms are based on the assumption that metal artifacts are due only to strong beam hardening and may fail in the case of serious photon starvation. Iterative methods handle photon starvation by discarding or underweighting corrupted data, but the results are not always stable and they come with high computational cost. In this paper, we propose a high-kVp-assisted CT scan mode combining a standard CT scan with a few projection views at a high-kVp value to obtain critical projection information near the metal parts. This method only requires minor hardware modifications on a modern CT scanner. Two MAR algorithms are proposed: dual-energy normalized MAR (DNMAR) and high-energy embedded MAR (HEMAR), aiming at situations without and with photon starvation respectively. Simulation results obtained with the CT simulator CatSim demonstrate that the proposed DNMAR and HEMAR methods can eliminate metal artifacts effectively.
I. INTRODUCTION
X-ray computed tomography (CT) scanners are widely used in clinical imaging, thanks to its excellent performance with spatial resolution up to 2.5 lp/mm and accurate quantification keeping error within several Housfield units [1] , [2] . However, high-density materials, such as metallic implants, will introduce strong artifacts and significantly degrade the diagnostic value of the CT images [3] . Since the introduction of CT technology, the metal artifact problem has been challenging and it still causes problems today.
Metal artifacts are clinically common, and caused by multiple mechanisms, including beam hardening, noise and photon starvation, scattering, non-linear partial volume and aliasing [4] . To address this problem, MAR techniques have been intensively studied for over 30 years [5] - [7] . Generally speaking, MAR algorithms can be classified into three categories, projection-domain methods [8] - [11] , image-domain methods [12] - [14] , and hybrid methods [15] , [16] . Projection-domain methods try to replace the projections in metal areas with values calculated from neighbors using linear interpolation, normalized interpolation or other advanced image inpainting and reprojection techniques.
Within this category, the normalized MAR (NMAR) [9] is considered to be the state-of-the-art approach and therefore used as the baseline in this study. Projection-domain methods are computationally efficient but depend on certain assumptions or prior knowledge. For example, for the NMAR approach to work well, a relatively accurate prior image is crucial; and if not estimated correctly, the method is prone to new artifacts. On the other hand, image-domain method and hybrid method treat the MAR problem aided by physical and/or mathematical models, such as modeling the spectrum of incident polychromatic X-rays [17] or treating MAR as an exterior problem [15] , [16] . However, these algorithms are computationally intensive, even with the rapid advancement of computer hardware.
All three categories of MAR algorithms discussed above apply to single kVp scanning. The development of dualenergy CT, such as dual source-detector [18] and fast kVp-switching [19] , offers new opportunities for MAR [20] - [23] . With the capability of material decomposition, dual-energy CT can generate monochromatic images that are free from beam hardening artifacts. Previous studies demonstrated impressive MAR results with dual-energy CT technique [24] - [27] . However, the typical dual-energy scanning protocol (80/140 kVp) still does not resolve all the MAR challenges, especially in situations where the standard 80 kVp and 140 kVp voltages are not sufficiently penetrating. With the trend of using low-dose scanning protocols [28] , photon starvation related metal artifacts may become even more common. Higher voltages (e.g.: 160kVp or megavoltage CT) could be used to improve penetration and reduce photon starvation effects, but they are generally not dose-efficient, especially in contrast exams, or only exist in radiotherapy equipment [29] , [30] .
Metal segmentation from a (metal-corrupted) first-pass reconstruction is often the first step for many existing MAR algorithms. However, with severe beam-hardening or even ph oton starvation, it is often impossible to perform an accurate segmentation especially near metal surfaces. As a result, MAR methods may introduce new artifacts. To resolve the MAR problem, we propose a high-kVp assisted scan protocol. It is based on the kVp-switching technique [31] : a standard CT scan is combined a few-view high-kVp CT scan to help with the removal of metal artifacts. In other words, a high-kVp scan is sparsely distributed during a normal CT scan. The high kVp beam can effectively penetrate metal objects and avoid photon starvation. That information can be used to help reconstruct the low kVp data. To incorporate the high-kVp assisted CT information, two kinds of MAR methods are proposed: dual-energy normalized MAR (DNMAR) and high-energy embedded MAR (HEMAR). They are designed to overcome beamhardening and photon-starvation, respectively. To evaluate their effects, realistic simulation tests are conducted and the proposed methods are compared to an NMAR-type approach.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this section, we introduce the high-kVp assisted CT scan protocol. We describe two new MAR methods (DNMAR and HEMAR) and simulation studies to investigate the image quality improvements with the new algorithms relative to the (slightly modified) NMAR method (mNMAR).
A. CT SCAN PROTOCOLS
The X-ray image acquisition process can be written as
where I 0 is the total incident intensity of X-ray photons, S (E) is the X-ray spectrum that defines the differential fraction at each energy level, µ (r, E) is the linear attenuation coefficient at a position r along a transmission line L at an energy level E. A typical 140kVp X-ray spectrum of a CT scanner is shown in Fig. 1(a) . The attenuation coefficients of water, bone and titanium are plotted in Fig. 1(b) . Because of the wide distribution of the X-ray spectrum and the non-uniform attenuation rates over the energy range, an X-ray beam becomes increasingly harder and less attenuated while it is penetrating an object, which is the so-called the beam-hardening effect. In a CT scanner, first or second order corrections are utilized before image reconstruction to minimize the beam hardening effect due to water and bone [32] , [33] . However, there is a large attenuation gap between metallic and other materials in the human body as shown in Fig. 1(b) , standard correction methods do not eliminate metal artifacts. An example is shown in Fig. 1(c) . Moreover, if a metallic implant is so large or dense that it stops most X-rays ( Fig. 1(d) ), the missing data will cause most severe artifacts. In NMAR-type methods, the accuracy of the segmentation of metal parts in a reconstructed image is critical to the MAR performance. Thus, if an initial image is strongly corrupted by beam hardening or photon starvation as shown in Fig. 2 , it is difficult to perform an accurate segmentation, especially near metallic implants. Advanced image segmentation algorithms may produce better results, but any mismatch will still introduce additional artifacts, and may not work well in all cases. In this paper, we propose to supplement a normal CT scan with a high-kVp sparse view sampling so that we have additional information for correction of beam hardening and photon starvation. The proposed approach is based on the fast kVp-switching technique which allows the X-ray tube to switch between different tube voltages from view to view, and almost simultaneously collects projection data at mixed kVp settings [34] , [35] . In the proposed high-kVp assisted MAR, a normal CT scan is combined with a low-current and few-view high-kVp scan. In a current fast-kVp switching CT scanner, the low-kVp and high-kVp X-ray are generated for alternative view angles. In our proposed scheme, a fewview even higher kVp scan is added without adding radiation dose significantly. For the purpose of this study we assume low-kVp is available at all view angles, including those view angles at which the high-kVp data is acquired. In practice, each view angle would result in data at only one kVp and view interpolation is required to generate low and high kVp at the same view angle. According to the photon flux through the metal object, two MAR algorithms are designed, DNMAR (dual-energy normalized MAR) and HEMAR (high-energy embedded MAR), suppressing metal artifacts caused by beam hardening and photon starvation respectively.
B. mNMAR
A large number of MAR algorithms were published to combat metal artifacts. Projection completion methods are widely adopted for their simplicity. One straight-forward approach is to perform interpolation in metal-blocked areas of the sinogram. A more sophisticated approach is the NMAR algorithm, which utilizes a prior image to normalize the original sinogram and then applies interpolation to the flattened data. Although this approach works well in many cases, it may also introduce new artifacts especially when there are fine structures near the metal. The prior image is based on the segmentations of air, tissue and bone, and should be free of artifacts and close to the true image. In some cases, the metal artifacts are so severe that an accurate estimation of a prior image is already a major challenge. In this work, we slightly modify the NMAR method, hence named mNMAR. The original image ( Fig. 3(a) ) is modeled by mNMAR aided by a histogram analysis, as shown in Fig. 3(b) where five materials are differentiated (air, lung tissue, soft tissue, bone, and metal implants). When the projection data is generated with the input X-ray spectrum plotted in Fig. 1(a) , a reconstructed image after the first-order water-based beam hardening correction is shown in Fig. 3(a) . Fig. 3(d) is the result of mNMAR.
For fair comparison with mNMAR, histogram guided thresholding is applied to all the algorithms studied here. When photon starvation happens, the missing data is first completed by linear interpolation. In our simulation, a threshold method is used to detect the photon starvation in which the threshold is set at 15 after -log operation. It should be noted that mNMAR is also employed as part of our proposed methods, as described in the following sections.
C. DNMAR
The main idea of DNMAR is to utilize the dual-energy CT technique to address the beam-hardening problem. Since detailed structures are not needed in the generation of a prior image in mNMAR, a few-view and low-current dualenergy CT scan is sufficient for DNMAR. In our implementation, a TV-based OS-SART iterative algorithm is used in the few-view image reconstruction.
The first step in DNMAR is the dual-energy beamhardening correction. A projection-based empirical method is adopted [36] . A projection is corrected based on a reweighted dataset,
where p * = − ln I * I 0 , a and b are empirically determined polynomial coefficients. In this experiment, the highest order of the polynomials are I = 3 and J = 3. A simple phantom experiment (such as water-aluminum phantom) is performed to calculate these empirical coefficients. With water and aluminum chosen as the basis materials, a i , b j are determined by solving
where FBP (·) is a standard filtered-backprojection reconstruction operator, and u mono is the ideal monochromatic image. The ideal monochromatic image is obtained by assigning known monochromatic linear attenuation coefficients to the respective regions in the phantom. Since FBP is a linear operator, all the norm-kVp images and high-kVp images can be reconstructed first and the unknown coefficients a i and b j can be moved in front and solved using the least squares method. The workflow of DNMAR is shown in Fig. 4 . First, the low kVp sinogram is extracted from the normal scan and combined with the high kVp sinogram to compute a corrected sinogram that has much less beam-hardening artifacts, according to Eq. (2). The weightings of dual-energy data are determined with the coefficients described above. Since the normal-kVp data and high-kVp data cannot be obtained simultaneously, linear interpolation is applied to the normkVp sinogram at the projection angles of the high-kVp sinogram. Next, a TV-based few-view iterative reconstruction is performed. As the reconstructed image is used as the basis for image segmentation, detailed texture information is not needed, thus the error introduced by interpolation will not affect the final result significantly. An example is shown in Fig. 5 in which (a) is the reconstruction result with ideal simultaneous data acquisition and (b) is the result with realistic data acquisition and interpolation processing. A TV-based reconstruction algorithm is applied to both, Fig. 5(c) shows the difference image. It demonstrates that the sinogram interpolation will not substantially degrade the segmentation in the prior image. Then, the cartoonized prior image is filled with the mean material attenuation values from a single-energy reconstruction (120kVp scan). Finally, similar to the mNMAR method, the low kVp sinogram is normalized by the prior image, and an interpolation step is taken to replace the metal-corrupted data in the projection domain.
D. HEMAR
With the prior image determined by both dual-energy and single-energy reconstructions, the DNMAR algorithm works well but it will fail if photon starvation is an issue. To address this problem, we propose a supplementary MAR algorithm in the higher-kVp assisted framework: High kVp Embedded MAR (HEMAR). The higher kVp X-ray beam has a stronger penetrating capability. The key of the HEMAR is to take a few-view, lower-current, higher-kVp scan as compensation for ''blind spots'' of the normal CT scan so that photon starvation can be effectively avoided.
From a normal kVp CT scan, it is difficult to segment a reconstructed image with the presence of photon starvation. In contrast, with HEMAR only high-kVp data will be utilized for identification of metal regions, based on a sparse view reconstruction. The diagram of HEMAR is shown in Fig. 6 . Similar to DNMAR, the HEMAR approach also begins with the reconstruction from few-view high-kVp data. The reconstructed image is used to generate a sinogram of the same projections sampling as that of the normal-kVp scan. Metal areas in the high-kVp image are segmented and used to track the metal positions (M ) in the sinogram. Then, the neighborhood (M N ) of a metallic implant is marked in the sinogram as shown in Fig. 6 . In the sinogram-embedding step, only the metal projection data in the normal kVp sinogram is replaced by the re-projected high-energy sinogram after a proper conversion. The conversion of metal projections from high to normal kVp is realized using an empirical polynomial ({p i }). The empirical polynomial is calculated using the data in the neighborhood M N
Then, the empirical parameters {p i } are applied to the metal projection area M :
While the proposed transformation may not be 100% accurate when the polynomial coefficients are obtained outside the metal object shadow and then applied inside the metal object shadow, we propose that this approach will still provide an adequate transformation. To ensure the smoothness of the translation between normal kVp data and high-energy data, a feathering polynomial function is included in Eq. 4. After the embedding step, the rest of the process is the same as that for mNMAR.
In the DNMAR and HEMAR methods, there is no need for higher energy data to provide a high quality image. Thus, a few-view and low-current scan is sufficient to outline highly attenuating materials accurately, which is dose efficiency.
E. CT SIMULATION
Realistic simulations were performed using the CatSim simulator [26] , which includes all major contrast mechanisms, such as photoelectric, Compton scattering and Rayleigh scattering, and is in an excellent agreement with data from the GE LightSpeed VCT scanner [37] .
A numerical phantom with metallic rods was used in the simulation. Materials and diameters of metallic rods were adjusted to emulate different degrees of metal artifacts. As shown in Fig. 7 , six experimental settings were studied with Ti-3mm, Ti-6mm, Ti-10mm, Fe-3mm, Fe-6mm, and Fe-10mm respectively (the combination denotes the metal material and the rod diameter).
The CatSim simulator was configured as listed in Table 1 . The X-ray tube was set at 120kVp voltage and 300mA current, which is typical for a normal CT scan. For the high-kVp assisted scan, the X-ray tube was set at 160kVp and 50mA, and 90 views per rotation were acquired. It should be noted that in the experiment with double Fe-10mm metallic implants, the high-kVp scan tube current was elevated to 100mA to avoid photon starvation.
III. RESULTS
Two kinds of experiments were performed, with single and two metallic implants respectively. FBP reconstructions with a simple interpolation MAR method and the mNMAR method were performed, as shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 respectively. These results indicate that the mNMAR method is VOLUME 4, 2016 effective in suppressing artifacts caused by small or weak metallic implants, as shown in Fig. 9(a, b, d, g ). However, if the metal is dense and larger, there are severe residual artifacts ( Fig. 9(i, k, l) ). Reconstruction results from high-kVp assisted CT scans are shown in Figs. 10 and 11 . The DNMAR and HEMAR methods were applied to remove the metal artifacts.
DNMAR is very effective in eliminating metal artifacts in cases without photon starvation. Cases with photon starvation were not processed with DNMAR since it would lead to an inaccurate prior image determination. So with photon starvation cases, HEMAR is employed which shows a strong reduction of metal artifacts relative to mNMAR.
IV. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION
Metal artifacts can significantly degrade the quality of CT images, compromising diagnostic performance and therapeutic planning outcomes. In this paper, we have presented a high-kVp assisted CT scan protocol and two corresponding MAR algorithms (DNMAR and HEMAR), which are designed to address beam-hardening and photon starvations respectively. The high-kVp assisted CT scan relies on a fast-kVp switching mechanism that allows the tube voltage to switch view by view between the high-kVp and the normal kVp. Both DNMAR and HEMAR are based on the mNMAR method, but provide a more accurate prior image. According to our results, DNMAR and HEMAR can offer improved image quality in the presence of metallic implants. Generally speaking, collection of projection data at a high kVp setting will increase the radiation dose. However, with the proposed DNMAR and HEMAR methods, the increased dose is well under control due to the low-dose few-view nature of the associated protocols. The high-energy scan aims at providing a smooth artifact-free prior image, which is not necessarily of high image contrast. Hence, in our experiments the radiation dose increase is less than 10%. The tube current of a high-kVp scan is adjusted to the metal size and density to avoid photon starvation.
In conclusion, we have introduced additional critical highenergy x-ray measurements within the current CT architecture to effectively address the current challenges in the MAR area. Our proposed protocols and algorithms should have a high potential for clinical and oncological translation. In future work, we would like to evaluate the proposed methods on real patient datasets and perform task-based evaluation.
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